DONATE YOUR

WE REQUEST YOUR PEARLY WHITES

TOOTH

A Palace? Made of teeth?
PALACES is a unique art project which will create
a magical sculpture out of milk teeth donated by the
public.
The PALACE will grow over time like a coral reef, to form
a fantastical palace-like structure made of thousands of
milk teeth donated by children around the UK.

A MAGICAL PALACE
OF MILK TEETH
We request your pearly whites
to build our palace stalagmites
like a coral castle under the water,
given by your son or daughter
who, still rewarded in their sleep,

We need your milk teeth in order to create the PALACE!

Where will my tooth go?
Your tooth will be carefully looked after by our own
tooth fairy until it is ready to be added to the PALACE,
along with the thousands of other milk teeth donated.
PALACES is a public artwork - as it takes shape, it will be
exhibited at arts and science venues across the country,

agree to let the fairies keep
their baby teeth safe as they fall,
treasured within the Palace walls
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LEAVE THIS TOOTH TOKEN
FOR THE TOOTH FAIRY!

(or even make your own!)

SHARE YOUR TOOTH STORY!
Age

If you would like your milk tooth to be
part of the PALACE, simply fill out the
form on the back and send it with your
milk tooth to:

Postcode (first part only)
Email (of parent if under 18) (optional)

HOW MANY COUNTRIES MAKE A PALACE?
We want to know how many countries and cultures have
helped to build the palace.
Where are your grandparents from?
Write the countries below:

Use the space below to draw a picture or write
a story about losing your tooth:

IMPORTANT! Carefully STICKYTAPE your
tooth securely to this form, and place inside
a STRONG SEALED ENVELOPE with the
correct postage.

If you would prefer not to be kept up to date about future
Palaces exhibitions and news, please tick this box
Disclaimer - We can take no responsibility for teeth lost in the post
- so make sure you address it clearly and use a strong envelope!
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By signing here parents are consenting to the use
of their childs tooth for the purpose of building the
PALACES sculpture that will be exhibited publically.
Signature (of parent if under 18)
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My grandparents are from: (optional)

PALACES PROJECT
PO Box 172
Liverpool
L17 2WU
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BUILD THE PALACE

